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About This Game

In a quiet village on the outskirts of the universe, in a house in which a mysterious light comes out of windows, live and collect
porn magazines, your collection shocks the minds of people and not just people ...

Waking up at night from strange sounds, you saw that terrible monsters all as one snatch your porn.
Noticing that you woke up, they fled quickly.

You managed to grab one and the same person, and all this was done in an abandoned tower of lust.
Neither thinking minutes, only having time to get dressed, you fly out for monsters, in order to save the most valuable in your

life.

-----------------

You have to!
- Destroy the hordes of unique monsters!

- Restore your collection!
- Get acquainted with a huge number of weapons (more than 40) and find among the best!

- Enjoy life by looking through your collection!
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Why was this game so underrated? i mean there are a couple minor glitches..... but you still have hentai.... right?. Pros:
-Easy Achievements
-gud lookin Achievements

Cons:
-ur ear gets rapped by crayfishes if u see enemys
-sh*tty gameplay
-u can only play Level 1 (from 100) the others are pure darkness
-if u die, u have to restart the game
-the pictures u get are not worth a fap...

Trust me, don't even buy this game on sale. Except u are a Achievement Hunter AND like the look of them.. Mail's Reviews: 
 Tower of Lust

Pretty Trash Game. Beware: Some Achievements not obtainable.
The Assets and level design were used in numerous other similiar steam games before.
The "game" can be called a bug itself, because it's so full of it. Neat weapons that don't work, hard controls, everything.
Just another game, that will be deleted from steam store someday.

Rating: 0/10

Check my profile for neat referral sites.. This game legit creates 50 of you lagging the game out to where one swing takes 30
seconds to load in. This game is garbage. Its buggy as hell. All level except level 1 is just blank black and I cant see any
goddamn thing. Also there're many weapons but most of them are useless. Hell, I cant even understand whats the story or the
objective of the player when they play this "game".. Not a good game at all. It sort of plays like a bare-bones Castlevania clone,
but the control system is dreadful (four buttons are spaced between two corners of the keyboard and the mouse button), the
gameplay is broken (you can't hit enemies above you even though your weapon passes through them), and the game goes to a
endless black screen after touching a door (requiring you to close and re-open the game). This happens on all systems i've tried
the game on (Macbook Air w\/ Windows 8.1, Alienware Alpha w\/ Windows 7).

The game right now is completely broken and I cannot recommend it at all, even for free or on special offer.. Gamebreaking
bugs everythere, stay away
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I got a 90% discount on the game following the crafting of a badge. It wasn't worth the ten cents.. the game dosn't nesaserily
work. it has a ton of gliches that make the game almost unplayable so devs fix the game it dosn't work.. Tower of BUG).
DON"T BUY! It is bugged, the nudity is non-existant, and it's just a sad little crap shack.. Very good game really recommend
good value thank you come again. Yea... can I have my ten cents back I'd rather buy clothing to Don't Starve Together...
Seriously played about 10 minutes and game bugged making everything immortal...
Kept playing just for the luls and easy level ups, but after 5 minutes... already bored...
*sigh* Never should have gone to steam store while drunk.
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